
           

 

Big Green Egg Introduces Two NEW Flavors to Complement  

the Full Line of Big Green Egg Seasonings 

 

 

(Atlanta, Georgia)     Big Green Egg recently announced that Classic Steakhouse and Nashville 

Hot would join the company’s successful line-up of unique seasoning flavors.  

 

The current lineup of flavors includes:  

 Ancho Chile & Coffee Seasoning – A robust blend of poblano peppers, coffee and spices 

 Citrus & Herb Seasoning – A tropical blend of citrus, herbs and spices 

 Savory Pecan Seasoning – A nutty blend of sweet and savory flavors  

 Sweet & Smoky Seasoning – Traditional smoked paprika barbecue flavor  

 

The two new flavors include: 

 Nashville Hot Seasoning – This spicy blend features the smoky, spicy flavor of the 

popular Nashville hot chicken craze. A balanced blend of fire, sweetness and mustard 

tang. 

 Classic Steakhouse Seasoning – This rub is perfect for grilled steaks and amazing on any 

cut of meat. Adds a savory depth of flavor to pork, poultry, hearty fish and even veggies.  

 

for information contact jodi burson 

J.Burson@BigGreenEgg.com 



Add flavor to any dish by sprinkling Big Green Egg Seasonings on any of your favorite foods 

before cooking. For a bolder taste, use the seasonings as a dry rub and apply 30 minutes or 

longer before cooking, or add them as an ingredient in your favorite recipes.  

 

All Big Green Egg Seasonings are MSG Free and Kosher  

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Big Green Egg Inc. is the world’s leading manufacturer of the premier outdoor cooking system unmatched for its 

versatility and culinary results. Starting with a single outdoor cooker known as a kamado over forty years ago, the 

EGG® has evolved into a highly modernized version of that ancient Asian device. Combining best-in-class 

innovation with engineered performance, and featuring industry-leading and patented features, state-of-the-art 

ceramic technology, a full line of related EGGcessories® and seven distinct sizes sold in over fifty countries, the Big 

Green Egg® is ideally suited for the casual backyard griller and culinary aficionado alike, and has become the top 

choice of leading chefs around the world. Often copied, never matched … there is only one, original Big Green Egg 

– The Ultimate Cooking Experience!®  www.BigGreenEgg.com 


